Comprehensive Approach to Building Background Knowledge
Through Strategic Vocabulary Instruction

THE BIG PICTURE
Schools analyze student achievement data to identify strengths and
weaknesses, but often times struggle with specific strategies that can
be implemented for increased student success. The What Works in
Schools (Marzano, 2000) framework (A.1) for School Improvement
assists schools with selecting the
“right work” for improving student
achievement in those areas. The research based vocabulary model described in this document impacts a
component of the student level factor, “Learned Intelligence and Background Knowledge.”

A.1 Factors Affecting Student Achievement
School
• Guaranteed and viable curriculum
• Challenging goals and effective feedback
• Parent and community involvement
• Safe and orderly environment
• Collegiality and professionalism
Teacher
• Instructional strategies
• Classroom management
• Classroom curriculum design
Student
• Home atmosphere
• Learned intelligence and
background knowledge
• Motivation

Learned Intelligence and Background Knowledge
WHO
The Comprehensive Guide for Improving Background Knowledge through Strategic Vocabulary Instruction should be used by teachers in all grade levels and in all content areas. The terms were identified by
regional curriculum review team members through careful analysis of student data, standards documents,
and released state assessments, www.michigan.gov/meap . Individual districts should review the word
lists and make any necessary changes before school-wide implementation.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE?
The purpose of this guide is to provide EUP school districts with a systematic approach to vocabulary instruction around critical terms and concepts pertinent to each grade level and content area. If the terms
and concepts in this guide are taught as prescribed, all students would enter high school with a base understanding of 1400 academic terms and concepts. This would increase the potential for academic success throughout the Michigan Merit Curriculum and provide a foundation for building work and college
readiness skills for all students.

WHEN
Teachers are encouraged to teach the concepts and critical terms embedded in units of instruction.
Academic terms and concepts should be used daily in classroom instruction.

WHY
The strong correlation between crystallized intelligence and achievement goes a long way in explaining
the strong relationship between prior knowledge and achievement. The most direct way of enhancing student background knowledge is to increase students’ access to a wide variety of experiences such as cultural field trips, prolonged contact with families who have a wide variety of resources, and the like. Programs like this, although they have great potential, require extraordinary resources in terms of time, energy, and finances. Fortunately, an indirect way of enhancing the general knowledge of students is
through direct instruction of vocabulary. The research and theory underlying the recommendations for
identifying and teaching the terms made in this document have been detailed in the book Building Background Knowledge for Academic Achievement (Marzano, 2004).

DESIRED OUTCOME
There will be
•

an increased understanding of the importance of using a systematic, explicit and direct approach
to teaching vocabulary to overcome limited exposure to academic vocabulary.

•

a positive change in the school culture as a result of using the six step process to teach
vocabulary.

•

an increase in overall student achievement.

HOW TO TEACH THE TERMS & PHRASES
•

Initially Provide Students with a Description, Explanation, or Example as Opposed to a Formal Definition

When introducing a new term or concept, it is useful to avoid a formal definition—at least at the start. This is because
formal definitions are typically not very “learner friendly.” They make sense after we have a general understanding of
a term or concept, but not in the initial stages of learning. Instead of beginning with a definition, it is advisable to provide students with a description, explanation, or example much like what one would provide a friend who asked what
a term or concept meant.
•

Have Students Generate Their Own Descriptions, Explanations, or Examples

Once a description, explanation, or example has been provided to students, they should be asked to restate that information in their own words. It is important that students do not copy exactly what the teacher has offered. Student
descriptions, explanations, and examples should be their own constructions using their own background knowledge
and experiences to forge linkages between the new term or concept and what they already know.
•

Have Students Represent Each Term or Phrase Using a Graphic Representation, Picture, or Pictograph

Once students have generated their own description, explanation, or example, they should be asked to represent the
term or concept in some graphic, picture, or pictographic form. This allows them to process the information in a different modality—an imagery form as opposed to a linguistic form. It also provides a second processing of the information, which should help deepen students’ understanding of the new term or concept.
•

Have Students Keep an Academic Vocabulary Notebook

One of the basic assumptions underlying the approach outlined in this manual is that over time students will develop
an understanding of a set of terms and concepts that are important to the academic content. This implies that the
terms and concepts that are taught using this approach represent a related set of knowledge that expands and deepens from year to year.

To facilitate this cumulative effect, it is highly advisable for students to keep an “academic vocabulary” notebook that
contains the terms and concepts that have been taught. Enough space should be provided for students to record their
initial descriptions, explanations, and examples of the terms and concepts as well as individual graphic representations, pictures, and pictographs.
Ideally, all terms and concepts are kept in one academic notebook that has a “tab” or divider for each subject area.
This would allow students to make comparisons between terms and concepts from different subject areas. The academic notebook might also have a tab or divider entitled “my words.” In this section, students would record terms and
concepts of interest gleaned from their own reading experiences in or outside of school.
•

Periodically Review the Terms and Concepts and Provide Students with Activities That Add to Their
Knowledge Base

Once a week, or perhaps more frequently, students might be offered activities that add to their knowledge base about
the terms and concepts in their notebooks. For example, they might make comparison between selected terms in a
given subject area or between subject areas; they might create analogies or metaphors for selected terms; they might
simply compare their entries with those of other students. Finally, they might be engaged in games that use the terms
and concepts from their academic vocabulary notebooks. After each of these activities, students should be asked to
make corrections, additions, and changes to the entries in their notebooks. In this way, students’ knowledge of the
academic terms and phrases might deepen and become a sound foundation on which to understand the academic
content presented in class.
Teachers can also ask students to periodically evaluate their understanding of the term or concept by rating their understanding of the term. Teachers could then provide differentiated learning opportunities based on the data from the
students’ level of understanding.
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APPENDIX A-LANGUAGE ARTS
Kindergarten
Alphabet
author
book
character
color words
conversation
date
discussion
follow/give directions
illustration/illustrator
letter
number words
nursery rhymes
parts of a book
poetry
prediction
print
question
rhyme
sentence
setting
sight word
title
uppercase

First
audience
blend
comprehension
consonant
dictionary
fairy tale
fantasy
focused
language
listening skills
long vowel
main character
main idea
message
plural
predictable book
prewriting
reread
reality
short vowel
singular
spelling patterns
vocabulary
vowel sound
textbooks

Second
base word
chapter
compare and contrast
complete
definition
describe
genre
magazine
margin
mental image
opposite
paragraph
passage
problem
purpose
respond to literature
sequence
solution
speech
symbol
table of contents
vowel combination
villain
punctuation
syllable
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Third

Fourth

Fifth

cause and effect
adjective
antonym
common noun
proper noun
contraction
draft
edit
graphic organizer
guide words
list
nouns
tense
peer editing
pre-fix
subject
synonym
theme
time-line
verb
informational text
main idea
realistic fiction
purpose
narrative

chart
action verb
adverb
checklist
chronological order
complete sentence
detail
fable
fantasy
fiction
glossary
legend
mystery
myth
nonfiction
opinion
proof read
revise
story map
supporting detail
table
tall tale
topic sentence
voice
adventure
figurative language

apostrophe
audience
conclusion
direct quote
essay
expression
inference
literature
mood
novel
organization
plot
point of view
preposition
prior knowledge
root ward
symbolism
thesaurus
voice
word choice
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Sixth Grade

Sixth Grade –Continued-

connotation/denotation

clauses

dialogue

adjective/adverb phrase

literary elements (plot, characters, set-

comparative adjectives/adverbs

ting, theme, internal/external conflict,

superlatives

rising action, climax, falling action,

appositive

resolution)

dependent/independent clauses

genre

introductory phrases

expository writing (essay, report, re-

poetic elements (rhyme, rhythm, figure,

search, constructed response, persua-

language)

sive, personal)

verbal vs non-verbal communication

text structures (compare/contrast

persuasive/propaganda techniques

chronological, problem/solution, de-

analogy

scriptive)

criticism

text features

dialect

perspective

paraphrase

thesis statement

plagiarism

narrative

relevant/irrelevant

indefinite/predicate pronouns

point of view (1st, 2nd, 3rd)

transitive/intransitive verb

character trait

adjective/adverbial subordinate
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Kindergarten

First

Second

box
calendar
circle
clock
cone
count
cube
cylinder
greater than
hexagon
length
less than
measure
number
number sentence
octagon
oval
pattern
plus equals
polygon
prism
rectangle
rhombus
ruler
same
shape
sphere
square
tally mark
time
triangle

addend
addition (add)
base ten blocks
bills
coins
data
difference
digit
dime
fact family
graph
growing pattern
half
hour
minus
minute
nickel
number line
numeral
o'clock
ordinal number
penny
place value
quarter
repeating pattern
second
solve
subtraction (subtract)
sum
value

array
attributes
colum
coordinates
decimal
denominator
divide
edge
face
flip
foot/feet
fraction
greater than
less than
meter/centimeter
multiply
numerator
parallel
perimeter
perpendicular
prism
product
quarter to/after
rotate/turn
row
seconds
segment
slide
solid
thousands
trapezoid
vertices
whole number
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Third

Fourth

Fifth

acute
addend
area
bar graph
base
common denominator
data table
descending
dividend
divisibility
elapsed time
equation
equivalent fractions
factor
horizontal axis
intersecting
isosceles
line graph
metric system
mixed number
mode
obtuse
point
quadrilateral
quantity
quotient
range
remainder
right angle
rounding
simplify
ten thousands
vertical axis
volume

composite number
equation
exponent
factor
GCF
improper fractions
integer
LCM
mean
median
multiple
negative
positive
prime factorization
prime number
reflection
scalene triangles
simplification
straight angle
surface area
terminating decimals
transformation
translation
variables

billions
complementary angles
congruent
convert/conversion
cubic units
customary system
deduce
density
displacement
exponential notation
factors
inequalities
integers
inverse
mass
metric system
percent of a number
percents
prime factorization
rates
ratio
rational numbers
reciprocals
relatively prime
roots
square numbers
square units
supplementary angles
surface area
ten-millions
thousandths
triangular numbers
vertical angle
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Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

grid
estimates
evenly
tables
exactly
diagonal
combined
parallelogram
graph
data
double-line graph
x-axis
line graph
percent
equally
formula
interior angles
mode
median
mathematical expression
axes
degrees
volume
expression
vertical angles
measure
congruent
rectangular prism
prime factorization
value

equation
number sentences
ratio
constant rate
rate
coordinate grid
point
plotted
variable (meaning)
similar
congruent
corresponding sides
polygons
hypotenuse
probability
number line
solve
solution
transformation
reflected
rotated
∆ ABC
∆A' B 'C '
final orientation
translated
units
image
algebraic expression
rational number
negative
integer
absolute value
parallel

expression
maximum
minimum
average
proportional
deduced
corresponding
constant
opposite sides
opposite angles
data
stem-and-leaf plot
cumulative frequency
dimensions
proportional
range
percent
ratio
increase
decrease
equivalent
inverse
simplify
interquartile range
box-and-whisker plot
non-linear
vertical
horizontal
y-intercept
x-intercept
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Algebra 1- 9th Grade

Absolute Value
Asymptote
Bivariate Data
Compound Inequality
Correlation coefficient
Direct Relationship
Domain
Exponential Decay
Exponential Function
Exponential Growth
Extraneous
Inverse Relationship
Linear Function
Logarithmic Function
Maximum of a function
Minimum of a function
Piecewise-defined
Polynomial
Power Function
Quadratic Function
Radical expression
Range
Root
Systems of Equations
Vertex
Zero (of a function)

